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A celebration of Europe

I

t can be a daunting
prospect - planning a
European holiday is quite
an assignment.

With so many options, so many
attractions, so much history to
take in, so many bucket-list entries
to consider, trying to fathom an

itinerary that makes the most of
your precious time and money can
be overwhelming. Small group tours
organised by experts like us are the
perfect solution. We do all the work
for you delivering the authentic
experiences you crave without
the hassle of trying to unearth
them yourself. In this edition of

our popular magazine, we focus
our attention on Europe providing
plenty of valuable information from
acclaimed travel writers to help you
make the most of your trip to iconic
destinations. Enjoy features stories
on spectacular Austria and Germany
with options for Ireland, Italy and
more.
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START

PLANNING

WWI Battlefields 2019 - 5 Days
This moving battlefields tour immerses guests in the key conflict zones
of Commonwealth involvement across the Western Front. The trip offers
flexibility to ensure that visitors from all countries will see the memorials
honouring their home country’s fallen.
This fascinating look back in time allows you to pay your respects at
relatives’ graves, tour Vimy Ridge trenches and tunnels and hear the Last
Post at Ypres.
Your tour includes 4-nights accommodation, premium coach transfer, some
meals, and entrance included to the Canadian Memorial Park, the Memorial
to the Missing, and Hooge Crater Museum.

TOUR CODE: BEWBFLL9

FIND OUT MORE

Discover Portugal 2019 - 9 Days
From cosmopolitan Lisbon to Porto’s medieval cobblestone streets, from the
remote Douro Valley to Roman ruins and world-famous pilgrimage sites, this
tour will give you a taste of the real Portugal which still basks in the glow of
ancient customs.
Over nine spectacular days you will enjoy experiences such as a cruise
on the Douro River in a traditionally styled electric powered rabelo boat,
explore the magnificent Coimbra University Library and taste delicious
buttery cheese from a regional producer outside Viseu.
Entrance is included to Pena National Palace, the Shrine of Our Lady of
Remedies and Porto Cathedral, plus much more on this journey of discovery.

TOUR CODE: BEHDPLP9

FIND OUT MORE

Slow Food Tour of Puglia - 6 Days
Italy has long been an epicurean hotspot and on this slow food tour
through Puglia, you will savour many of the dishes famed to the
region such as creamy farm-produced burrata and fresh seafood
specialties.
Inspired by the Slow Food movement, this tour introduces the
culinary traditions still practiced today in tucked-away villages of this
sublime corner of Italy.
Taste artisan cheeses at Caseificio Famiglia Olanda; stop for lunch in
18th century tenuta in a hilltop masseria; and step inside the cellar
of Castel di Salve to discover wines crafted from Puglia’s indigenous
grapes on this mouth-watering journey.

TOUR CODE: BEHFPBB9
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DEPARTURE

LOUNGE
Questions
answered
DO WE DINE AT THE
HOTEL WE’RE STAYING?
Every day of the tour, your
breakfast is included and taken
in the accommodation in which
you’re staying.

Hotel Travel Tips
1

Even if you’re not in your hotel room, hang the ‘Do not Disturb’ sign on
your door to suggest someone is inside for extra security. If you need
your room serviced, alert the housekeeper on your floor.

2

Forgot your phone charger? Ask the front desk if they have a spare or
buy the relevant charger cord and plug it into the USB port on the room
TV or work station desk.

3

Make your hotel room feel more like home by packing a few of your
favourite (portable) things from home. You may also want to take a
sleeping mask and ear plugs to maximise your chances of quality shuteye.

We have a minimum of a twocourse cooked evening meal at
most hotels, but on occasion
throughout your journey, we
like to add variety to the tour
experience by dining out
at local pubs or restaurants
for an authentic meal in the
destination.
When we do dine out, it is
understandably to a budget,
but in the circumstance of
wanting something special for
perhaps a celebration such as
birthday or anniversary, you
are able to contribute to and
supplement the budget.
Wines and other alcoholic
drinks are not included, but tea
or coffee is included.

Next month...
In our next edition we take an exciting look into the world of cruising with Back-Roads Touring Co. Did you
know you can take a slow cruise on an exclusive 22-passenger barge through the backwaters of France? Or
sail the beautiful Bay of Naples or idyllic Croatian islands and Dalmatian Coast? It’s all in our next edition.
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Tailor-made tours
Whether you have a specific itinerary in mind or just a few ideas about the types of places you’d like to see, we can
work with you to plan the holiday of a lifetime. While you may want to modify an experience on one of our standard
tours with a few additions or alterations, we can also help with something completely unique just for you.
Of course, all our tailor-made tours are still true to the Back-Roads Touring Co. spirit. Your group will travel the scenic
routes in our luxury mini coaches with unique and authentic experiences from the food you eat to the accommodation
you spend the night. Your highly knowledgeable driver and guide are an integral part of the experience.

Tour spotlight
Germany is a fascinating country of incredible diversity, rich history and
staggering, tranquil beauty.
This month, we put the spotlight on one of our newest tours in Europe
- A Journey through Germany - beginning in historic Munich. Turn to
page 16 to find out more.

Fun Fact
Almost half the world’s wine is produced in Europe.
The largest wine producing countries are Italy, France and Spain but the
big three are supported by lesser-known producers like Russia, Latvia,
Ireland and Romania all contributing to the global wine market.

www.backroadstouring.com
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SPOTLIGHT

Italy’s
Bay of
naples

B

uried for centuries beneath metres of lava, the once
thriving Roman cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii
were destroyed in AD79 when Mount Vesuvius
unleashed its deadly fury.
The fate of the two cities would ultimately be the same. Destroyed
first by an earthquake in AD62, they were then virtually fossilised by
the molten lava from the eruption of Vesuvius.
Both were rediscovered in 1709 but it wasn’t until 1927 when serious
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archaeological work began. Today, the two cities are
popular attractions where tours lead visitors through
the ancient streets.
Frozen in time, they remain remain largely as they were
almost 2000 years ago.
Both cities rested on the Bay of Naples, a two-hour
drive south of Rome. Noted for its scenic beauty, the
region is dominated by steep volcanic hills while idyllic
islands can be found in the glistening bay.
The bay runs 16-kilometres (10-miles) wide and extends
south east for 32-kilometres (20-miles) from Cape
Miseno to Campanella Point.
Most notable is the beautiful city of Naples to the
bay’s north which houses centuries of fine art. On the
southern point of the bay, the hilltop perch of Sorrento
offers sweeping water views and its Piazza Tasso is a
popular cafe-lined square filled with tourists and locals
alike.
The Bay of Naples spills into the Tyrrhenian Sea where
the islands of Ischia, Procida, and Capri can be found.
A little further out, the islands of Ponza and Ventotene
also beg to be explored.
On the island of Ischia, the imposing medieval
Aragonese Castle stands tall on top a ‘dome of
stagnation’, or a bubble of magma that solidified
following a volcanic eruption.

These gorgeous islands scattered throughout the bay
offer a range of treasures to discover from staggering
Roman ruins, to prehistoric grottoes, botanical gardens
and white sandy beaches that only the Mediterranean
can deliver.

SAIL THE BAY OF
NAPLES 2019
Sail the stunning Bay of Naples with BackRoads Touring Co. in a traditional gulet boat
over eight glorious days as you navigate your
way through enchanting islands scattered
with stunning beaches, café-lined streets and
historic remains from the Roman Empire.
This sailing tour includes 7-nights onboard
a gulet, most meals, professional guide,
personal chef and entrance to Aragonese
Castle, Amphitheatre of Pozzuoli and the
Terme di Baia.

8 DAYS - TOUR CODE: BEHNSNN9
FIND OUT MORE

www.backroadstouring.com
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DESTINATION

SPOTLIGHT

VIEN

Take a walk through the CULT

• Writer: S

You’ll be captivated by the allure of Austria

W

ALK down the treelined streets and
beautiful plazas in
the heart of Vienna and it is
hard to resist the temptations
waiting at every corner.
You can smell the heady aroma of
coffee beans drifting from historic
coffee houses that locals frequent
daily and were once the haunt of
literary giants.
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Cake shops displaying famous Sacher
torte and delicate pastries make your
mouth water, while modern cafes
located in interesting bookshops and
famous museums beckon.
Viennese cuisine has long been
associated with Wiener schnitzel
and apple strudel but these days,
acclaimed chefs are creating new
dishes and putting creative twists on
traditional favourites.
Austrians love to drink as well as

eat and there’s an exciting group
of young winemakers producing
world-class white wines, including the
indigenous Austrian gruner veltliner,
the unique rose schilcher - which is
only grown in certain parts of Austria as well as some excellent reds.
There are so many wonderful sights
that begin with a walk along the
Ringstrasse, one of the most majestic
boulevards in Europe, just steps away
from St Stephan’s Cathedral, the
Opera House and many museums.

OCTOBER 2018
BELOW: The Belvedere is an historic museum, art gallery and palace.
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Sue Wallace

Nearby Stadtpark, home of the
gilded bronze monument of Johann
Strauss, is one of the most frequently
photographed monuments in Vienna.
For lunch, head to the world famous
sandwich cafe Trzesniewski on the
Karntner Strasse, which was opened
in 1902 by Franciszek Trze, an early
20th century gourmand and cook.
His house specialty was, and still is,
sandwiches made of fresh local dark
bread and egg paste with different
toppings. The snack became so
popular throughout former AustriaHungary that his name remains
associated with all sandwiches in

most of central Europe.

Stand side by side with the locals
and enjoy a sandwich or two washed
down with small beers known as
‘pfiffs’.
For something sweet, head around
the corner to Schokoladekonig,
meaning ‘king of chocolate’, which is
not far from St Peter’s Church. If you
are a chocoholic, this is paradise with
a past.
The 150-year old premises previously
housed Knopfkonig button makers,
former purveyors to the Imperial
Court.

It’s hard to resist purchasing the
delicious golden Vienna hearts made
from tasty hazelnut crunch.
A visit to the Museum of Applied Arts
- known as MAK - on the Ringstrasse
is enriching.
Built in 1871 by Heinrich von Ferstel
and inspired by London’s V and
A Museum, it is a must if you are
interested in design.
Stay on for dinner at the acclaimed
cafe Osterreicher in MAK where
the cuisine is a mix of Bohemian,
Hungarian, Italian and Austrian
CONTINUED P14
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SPOTLIGHT

FROM P13

and merges the traditions of the
Hapsburg Empire.
Top architects Eichinger and Knechtl
have transformed the opulent rooms
into a bar and restaurant with a
contemporary flavour.
A highlight of any visit to Vienna is
the colourful Naschmarket, which
sells everything from exotic fruits to
fish, spices and flowers.
It is full of the old and new and
for something different, stop at
Gegenbauer’s Vinegar Brewery where
you can sample more than 30 types
of vinegar. The former winemaker is
now exporting his wonderful vinegars
worldwide.
For lunch, head to the legendary
Cafe Drechsler that underwent a
style make-over by the famous British
designer Sir Terence Conran in 2007.
It still retains its grand ambience and
is open 23 hours a day.
Visitors to Vienna will also enjoy
calling in to traditional heurigens,

“Don’t leave
without trying
the original
Sacher Torte at
Hotel Sacher”
which refers to both the wine from
the previous year’s harvest and the
tavern. One of the most popular is
Mayer on Pfarrplatz in Heiligenstadt
that is also known as Beethovenhaus,
as the composer lived there when he
wrote his Ninth Symphony.
You can recognise a genuine
Viennese heuriges by the sprig of
pine branches hanging outside
together with an ausg’steckt sign.
Save some time to visit the
magnificent Museums Quartier

housed in the former Imperial stables
and carriage houses, now one of the
biggest cultural complexes in the
world.
Back on food, high on the must-do
list is a visit to Demel on Kohlamrkt,
which offers a range of mouthwatering cakes, served by waitresses
in black uniforms who ask the timehonoured phrase ‘have you chosen

TOP: Savour the world famous Sacher Torte. ABOVE: Revel in the spendour of Austria’s olde worlde capital, Vienna.
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yet?’ For some of the biggest and
crispiest schnitzel, try Figlmuller and
leave room for delicious Original
Sacher torte at Hotel Sacher.
And you couldn’t possibly depart
Vienna without a slice of its famous
apfelstrudel often served warm.
Connoisseurs say you should be able
to read a newspaper through the
paper-thin pastry.
As for coffee houses, Cafe Sperl,
which dates back to 1880, is one of
the oldest where you are graciously
served from a silver tray.
It’s easy to fall in love with Vienna
and its cuisine. Two handy words
you will hear often - ‘mahlzeit’, which
means enjoy the meal, and ‘prost’, or,
cheers!

TRAVELFILE
CURRENCY:
1 Australian Dollar is equivalent to
about $0.60 Euro.

WEATHER:
May to September are the warmest
months with highs of around
20-degrees Celsius. Expect snow in
December and January.

POWER:
Standard voltage is 230V with
typical EU two round pin plugs.

7 DAYS - TOUR CODE: BEHEAMV9

FIND OUT MORE

ESSENCE OF
AUSTRIA 2019
MAXIMUM OF 18 GUESTS

What could be more magical
than a trip through Austria?
It’s a country very well known
yet so enriching when you get
to experience it for yourself.
From classical Vienna and
Salzburg, where many of the
great European composers
crafted their waltzes and
sonatas, to quaint alpine
villages, where tradition and
outdoor adventure fuse so
seamlessly, Austria is blessed
with so many things to see and
do.
Marvel at the castles before
relaxing in a polka pub,
tour the scenic lakes and
mountains, or revel in its past
at places like Mozart’s home, or
Hitler’s Eagles Nest.
With Back-Roads Touring Co,

you won’t have to worry about
trying to piece this jigsaw
together, we’ve done the work
for you with the ultimate tour
that takes in all the highlights of
this wonderful country.
Join us on a breathtaking 7-day
tour that blends history with art,
food with culture and plenty of
extras only leading small group
tour experts like us can provide.

DEPARTURES
TOUR CODE: BEHEAMV9

2019
May 16
June 13
July 18
August 15
September 12, 26
www.backroadstouring.com
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Dublin, Ireland

ubliners like to say theirs is “the greatest
city in the world ... if you ignore all the
others”. Even with that characteristically
wry Irish humour taken into account, they might
just be right.
It may be one of the smaller European capitals
with just over half-a-million inhabitants but don’t
discount this little city built on the River Liffey.
Dublin is packed with charm, personality and
most notably, some of the friendliest people on
earth.

Medieval castles and majestic cathedrals line the
streets, along with over 1,000 pubs to enjoy a
frosty pint.
Whatever your expectations, it’s the friendliness
of the locals that will stay with you forever.
Tour Ireland and Northern Ireland on our 12day tour IRELAND THE EMERALD ISLE. From
north to south, explore the legendary Giant’s
Causeway, marvel at Belfast’s Titanic history,
walk Ireland’s rugged peninsulas, village gems
and take in the views of the Wicklow Mountains.

FIND OUT MORE
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SPOTLIGHT

Fairytale Neuschwanstein Castle was once
home to the mad King Ludwig II

A Journey through

GERMANY
G

ermany isn’t all oompah bands,
Lederhosen, riverside castles, wineries
and beer gardens ... although those
things certainly give this central European
country a great deal of character!
Germany’s two-millennia history is interspersed with
stories of conquests and conflicts, global power shifts,
invention and innovation, picture postcard settlements,
world famous food and wine, myths and legends, icons of
the arts and sciences.
Today, many of its medieval towns with their bell tower
cathedrals and market squares, cobblestone streets
and distinctive architecture offer some of the most
picturesque scenes in all of Europe.
The perfect place to begin any tour of Deutschland is in
the Bavarian city of Munich.

ABOVE: Sky Carousel at Oktoberfest. OPPOSITE PAGE: Overlooking
Marienplatz in Munich; charming Oberammergau.
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Marienplatz, the city’s central square since the 1100s, is
best known for the ornate, Gothic style New Town Hall.

OCTOBER 2018

The building is famous for its Rathaus-Glockenspiel, a
rotating show of figurines that dance and twirl with the
chiming of the clock.
Nearby is a pedestrian area filled with shops and
restaurants. Don’t miss Munich’s most famous restaurant,
polka place and brewery, the Hofbrauhaus.

souvenirs, then this is the place to get them.
Charming shops line the main street while welcoming
cafes, bakeries and restaurants provide plentiful options to
enjoy traditional German fare.

A short drive away, the picturesque town of Bamberg
is just what you’d expect to find on a Back-Roads tour.
Historic, and filled with charm, the Old Town area is the
focus of a walking tour. Here, it’s the Old Town Hall that
gets all the attention. Built on a tiny island on the River
Regnitz, the building cleverly incorporates an historic
bridge into its design.
From the quaint, to the spectacular, Wurzburg is home to
the lavish Wurzburg Residence, an enormous palace that
matches any in Europe. The city is located on the River
Main and boasts many magnificent structures.
Like any good European tour, the food, beer and wine are
an important part of the journey.
And the countryside near Landau is where vineyard tours
and wine tasting take centre stage.
Travelling through the Black Forest by train, don’t miss a
stop at Todtmoos for a taste of the famous Black Forest
gateau, a rich layered chocolate cake filled with sweet
cream and tart cherries.
The magic continues in Bavaria at Neuschwanstein,
the textbook example of 19th-century German castles
and the one from which Disneyland was modelled.
Commissioned by King Ludwig II, the towering fortress
strikes a magnificent pose on its mountaintop perch in
the Bavarian forests and many of its rooms are open for
viewing.
If Neuschwanstein is the signature of grand castles, then
Oberammergau might be its equivalent village.
Best known for its Passion Play production - performed
just once a decade - the exquisite town is made up of
traditional German houses and chalets that travellers
dreams about.

TOUR INCLUSIONS:
There are many inclusions when you’re travelling with
Back-Roads. This 8-day small group journey is limited
to just 18 guests and includes the following:
• 7 nights in boutique accommodation
• Experienced Back-Roads Driver and Tour Leader
• Premium mini-coach transportation
• Daily European-style breakfast plus 4 evening meals
• A beer tasting at Weltenburg Abbey, the world’s
oldest monastic brewery
• Travel through 37 tunnels along the Black Forest
Railway to Sankt Georgen
• Learn the history behind the rich Black Forest
gâteau and indulge in a tasting
• Entrance included to all attractions in the itinerary
including Weltenburg Abbey, Black Forest Railway
and Neuschwanstein Castle.

And if you haven’t yet found your keepsakes and

8 DAYS - TOUR CODE: BEHGHMM9

FIND OUT MORE
www.backroadstouring.com
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IN OUR NEXT ISSUE ...

We take to the water!

W

e pride ourselves on curating the
world’s best small group tour
experiences - and that extends
beyond land.
In the November edition of Back Roads Magazine,
we’ll focus on the unique journeys we offer on the
canals of France, the hidden coves of Naples and
the jaw-dropping beauty of Croatia’s coastline and
islands.
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The Back-Roads App
DOWNLOAD IT FREE NOW!

• MANAGE YOUR BOOKINGS
• CHECK YOUR ITINERARY
• VIEW TOUR MAPS
• CHAT WITH OTHER GUESTS
ON YOUR TOUR
• KEEP TRACK OF YOUR BUDGET
• USE THE CURRENCY
CONVERTER
• LEAVE FEEDBACK
• SHARE YOUR PHOTOS
ON FACEBOOK
• CHECK THE TIME AROUND
THE WORLD

OURPUBLISHERS
The WellTravelled.Network specialises in travel content production,
custom publishing, media placement, syndication, amplification
and distribution. Its global network of travel journalists, designers,
videographers, publications and media partnerships provide world
class solutions for travel companies.
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